Play to Support Wiping
Introduction
To develop some of the physical coordination skills to be able to wipe, children need to have
a good sense of proprioception; proprioception is our ability to know where our body is in
space so we can be coordinated and able to find or use different parts of our body together
or on their own without needing to rely on our vision. Proprioception also includes our sense
of balance.
Children develop proprioception through physical movement, a process that begins from
birth. If a child has poor physical development or has not had enough of the right movement
experiences, e.g. they've spent a lot of time in a seat, walker or buggy rather than being
allowed to freely explore their world, then their sense of proprioception may not be well
developed either. This can mean that we may expect a child to be able to wipe because they
are of the right age, but developmentally they may not actually be ready.
Are you ready to wipe?
A good check to find out if a child has sufficiently developed
proprioception to be able to wipe is to ask them to close their
eyes and touch their nose. If they can do it first time then
they're ready to go! If they miss or need several attempts then
it's time to play and to use games and sensory experiences to
help improve their proprioception ready for wiping.
Some children may also be reluctant to wipe for sensory
reasons or due to anxiety around touching wee or poo. These
play activities can be beneficial for these barriers too.

Play foundations
The key areas to work on for children where wiping is concerned are hand and body
awareness, and the ability to complete tasks relying on proprioception rather than on vision
to be successful.
Games and songs that involving clapping, wriggling fingers, touching finger tips together, are
good ways to increase hand awareness. Massage, sensory play with textures, and fine motor
activities are also foundation activities, and will usually form part of your daily routine you're building skills already, so ensure children who may need a bit more help with wiping
have lots of access to these experiences and plan in ways to ensure they get involved as
much as possible.
To begin to link these skills specifically to wiping, here are some ideas to explore:
Involving children in wiping tables/windows to clean them - this could be before or after
lunch, following a craft activity, or you may choose to pour some paint on a surface
specifically to practice the skill.
Show children the difference between wiping something clean and just spreading the mess
around; help them use their cloths to soak and lift the substance you're cleaning away from
the surface; invite them to consider when their cloth may need rinsing to get rid of some of
the dirt before carrying on, or if they need a new sheet of paper roll to continue cleaning.

Wipe The Stripe
This activity is demonstrated in our workshop
performance, and we like to use icing pens
because of their bright colours and low mess
consistency - you could use paint, facepaints,
baby lotion, mud, ice cream sauces, etc. As
long as there's a clearly visible stripe of the
substance so it can be seen against the skin,
and as long as it adheres to the skin
sufficiently so that it doesn't run off, then any
child-safe substance you choose should be
fine. Stickier substances work slightly better;
see details below.
Place a stripe of the substance on the back of a hand - it could be yours, but ideally it should
be the child's - then tear off some toilet roll and use this to wipe away the substance.
Count how many wipes it takes until no more of the substance can be seen, or ask children to
guess how many wipes it will take. Practice folding over the piece of tissue to find a clean bit
to wipe with, or tearing some more off the roll if the original piece is too dirty to continue.
When the skin looks visibly clean, invite children to touch where the stripe was. Does the skin
still feel sticky? If so, then you'll need to wash your hands too. This is a good way to show
children why you need to have a wash every day; skin can look clean, but dirt can still be on it
(the sticky residue left behind).
Children can practice this on themselves, on a friend, or on an adult. For those with sensory
difficulties or anxiety, you may need to demonstrate on yourself first and invite them to
inspect your hands to see if the stripe has gone, building up to them applying the substance
to you, followed by wiping it from your skin, progressing to completing the whole activity on
their own hands. You may need to go very slowly and repeat this activity a lot to work with
children's comfort levels, gradually building trust and confidence over time.
Don't forget to model what to do with the dirty toilet roll afterwards!
For children whose families may prefer them to wash after going to the toilet, you can use
the same activity but integrate water and/or soap instead and using hands or a cloth to clean
the stripe. Check with the family what they use so you can model what the child will be
expected to do at home.

Body Awareness
Again, you will already to be doing a lot to develop body awareness from singing 'Heads,
Shoulders, Knees and Toes' to the 'Hokey Cokey', from offering outdoor play, sport, dance,
and soft play, to rubbing bruised knees and elbows when children fall over.
Specific play activities that develop the body awareness needed for wiping can include:
Find the Drop
This activity involves children feeling sensations in their hands and feet, so invite children to
take off their shoes and socks. Have a little cup of water close by and ask children to close
their eyes. Dip your finger into the water and drip a tiny drop on either a hand or a foot. Can
children tell you where they feel the drop?
This activity helps children to feel where moisture is on their skin at different ends of their
bodies. Many children aren't aware of feeling moist or sticky when they haven't wiped
properly, so practising this experience by finding small amounts of moisture on the skin can
help to build this skill. You can extend this during bathtime or swimming by dripping water
on backs, shoulders, arms, knees, etc.
Passing back
Children usually have a lot of play experiences that involve them passing things forward or to
the side, but we don't often work on passing things backwards just by using touch and
perception.
To begin with, choose a large soft object to work with - a teddy is a good starting item - and
ask children to sit in a line or stand in a circle and pass it backwards to the next person
without looking; if they're tempted to look, then you can ask them to close their eyes. When
your group are good at passing something large backwards you can begin to make it harder
by using something smaller and more challenging to hold, such as a ball, beanbag, or a piece
of fabric.
Passing back helps children develop awareness of moving their hands behind their body
while maintaining a sense of where they are in space. This is an important part of being able
to reach behind yourself to wipe.
You can play this 'Pass the Parcel' style with some music, unwrapping layers to find a puzzle
or inset board piece to complete a picture, etc. Or, you could find a piece of music that gets
faster and faster, or use a metronome and vary the speed, and see if children can pass the
object whilst maintaining accuracy and managing excitement.

Pin The Tail On The Donkey
This classic party game helps children develop their ability to look at a target, hold the target
in their mind, and then find the target without looking. As well as being useful for wiping, this
is a skill that children will need later on at school for being able to look at a whiteboard,
remember a piece of information and then write it down accurately; with wiping, children
omit the first step and simply have to hold the target in mind. The skills to accomplish wiping
are complex: you have to know where your bottom is, you have to know where your body is
in space and how to move your hand to that part whilst grasping an object (toilet roll), and
then you have to plan your motor functions to actually get your hand there, then you have to
wipe until clean.
To begin with, play the original version with a donkey - or any other animal you fancy - or, for
a toilet-themed version, you could Pin the Flush on the toilet and ask children to attach the
handle to the right part of the picture. If children are anxious about using a blindfold then
simply ask them to close their eyes, or hold up a piece of fabric in front of the picture like a
curtain and ask the child to put their hand behind it to find the spot where they think the tail
goes.
When children are confident with this, you can differentiate using objects. Hold out an object
in front of you, ask the child to look at it, close their eyes, and then take it from your hand
without peeping. The final stage is to place an object behind the child on a table or chair
(roughly at child's waist height) and for them to be able to pick it up first time without
looking.
Toilet Tails
Invite children to pull off a few sheets of toilet
roll to create a tail, then tuck the tail into the
back of their waistband. Can they reach
behind, grab it and pull it out?
Make it harder by having more than one tail at
a time, or harder still by putting a sticker, blob
of colour, or shape on the end of the tail and
ask the child to retrieve the smiley face/blue
one/circle, etc. Start out with two different
ones and place them to the left and right of
the child's spine. As you place each one, put
your hand flat on the child's shoulder and rub
a circle saying 'This side is the the star shape'
to help them feel them which side of their
body that tail is. Once confident with two
different ones, can they do three or even four?
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This play guide has been developed by Julia Collar
from Collar & Cuffs Co, the multi award-winning
multi-sensory musical theatre company for the early
years and SEND, and is designed to accompany
performances of 'You, The Loo and Nappy-Nappy
Noos'.
'You, The Loo, and Nappy-Nappy Noos' premiered at
Brighton Fringe Festival in May 2018 with a sold out
run of 4 performances, and has since been seen at
Reading Fringe Festival and Let Me In Festival in
Kingston-Upon-Thames.

Designed in partnership with children's bowel and bladder health charity ERIC, this workshop
performance is designed to support children in developing an interest in using the toilet, to increase
the confidence of both children and grown-ups through potty training and in using toilets away
from home, and to teach a basic 3-step routine for a healthy toilet visit. ERIC provides a wide range
of leaflets and guides for grown-ups and children alike about wee, poo, and some of the challenges
of using the toilet - these are all free to download and include versions specifically to support
children with SEND - as well as providing tailored advice and support by email and through their
telephone helpline. For more information visit www.eric.org.uk

Performances of 'You, The Loo and Nappy-Nappy Noos' can take place in early years settings,
schools, Children's Centres, community venues, theatre studios or even outdoors. We usually
provide multiple performances per day with costs starting from £180 depending on location
For more information contact Julia Collar via info@juliacollar.com or 07826 855 982

